Building something so
big it changes lives
and communities
for ever

partnerships
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Who are we?
Brett Plant

Israel Silgram

Amanda Kirk

Alastdair Kennedy

■
■
■
■

21 years ‘in property’
Local and national press and TV
Landlord for 21 years
First commercial to residential
conversion in 2001
■ Housing Association
development since 2012

■ 25 years in the care sector
■ Previous owner of large

■ Head of facilities management
■ 25 years of facilities management

■ 20 years of teaching and staff

Emily McAllister

Angela Morris

Name

Name

■ Bullet
■ Bullet
■ Bullet

■ Bullet
■ Bullet
■ Bullet

■ Bullet
■ Bullet
■ Bullet

■ Bullet
■ Bullet
■ Bullet
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care businesses
■ Established several care
companies

wellbeing & staff training

including Vision Express

What we do
Our aim is to help provide safe and secure
housing and support for 1000 vulnerable
individuals over the next 5 years through
bringing together the private and public
sectors.
We provide our investor partners with
a high level return, and through an earn
and learn programme, a self-sustaining
cash income after the initial capital has
been returned.

Sustainable,
profitable
business.

Giving back,
contribution,
attracting the
right people.

Systemised, ‘lifestyle’
business. Work
life balance and
ongoing happiness.
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Your property
development journey
Start up- Exiting, nervous.
Keen to learn and
boundless energy.

Steep learning curve.
No systems or processes.
You are the business.
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First private development.
Raise funds,
acquire bank finance.
‘At risk’.

Realise industry realities –
Issues during legal process.
Architect and consultant fees
increase unexpectedly.

The HA & Care
Lease Route

No Licencing
or Article 4/
Change of use
issues

Enhanced
income over
and above AST
rates

Impact
Investment
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Hands Free
Investment

PLUS
Knowledge,
Partnership and
community

‘‘

Give a man
a fish and you
feed him for
a day; teach
a man to fish
and you feed
him for a
lifetime.

’’

Our personal
journey through
investment &
development has
led us to much more
considered and
low-risk business
models.

We have a
customer first take
on development.
We assess their
needs and financial
parameters.

We then deliver
and manage sites
or stock to suit
their needs.

We go on to
create the ideal
‘package’ and ideal
product for them.

Low risk,
high reward, give
back ideology.
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Oxygen Projects
business model

Customer
identification

Establish
requirements
and
finanicials

Source,
confirm and
secure
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Work
collaboratively
to find and
deliver

Rinse
and repeat

The Oxygen
Project Partnership
programme has
been designed to:
■ Give a safe and secure, ‘Earn & Learn’ environment.
■ Create annual returns
■ Present the option of a salary replacing cash-flowing
property portfolio
■ Create a collective of like-minded individuals to work
alongside
■ Share best practices and industry sector insights to
break through quickly and expedite success.
■ Create a planned business with accountability
■ And of course, to shake-up and innovate an industry
sector with fresh thinking and direct action.
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The programme
■ Being a business owner can be tough. Very often
an individual will leave employment drawn to the
promose of time, money and freedom, all the things
their job took from them.
■ In reality, it is very easy to step out of a job and
straight in to another job, except this one has
even longer hours for less pay and NO freedom
whatsoever.
■ The self-employed are the sales and marketing,
operations, accounts department, general dogsbody
and everything in between.
■ What we are creating here is a framework to create
rhe quickest way to a property business, not another
job.
■ And a business with a very clear role; a niche product
and a unique business model as a foundation.
■ Not only are we looking to reduce risk and chance of
failure, but dramatically increase success.
■ We still walk the walk and run through this type of
development/Investment business ourselves.
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Our PIECES system
Audit & Goal Setting

Where you are and where do you want to go. How do we get there?

Audit
Review,
rinse and and goal
setting
repeat

Prospect

Who are our clients and where do we find them?
What do they require.

Identify

Find the sites, create an eco-system of leads & simply
methodology of site appraisal & presentation.

Contractor

Sell

Prospect

Enhance

Identify

Find the right contractor. Facilitate build contracts.

Enhance

Great design to create e modern, desirable homes fit for purpose.
Make to most of each development site.

Sell

Project management to ensure delivery on time and on budget.
Building an ongoing relationship based on proven reports.

Contractor Exclusivity

Review, Rinse and Repeat.
What went well, what could we improve?
Was the client happy? Did we achieve our objectives.
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What is included?
12 Month Programme

Up To 4 ‘in the room group
meetings.
Part networking, training
and accountability

Access to all training videos

8 x Online 1-2-1 sessions live

Monthly Online
Group Sessions

Monthly live Q&A
sessions online

Access to private online
group 24/7

Access to group & 121 session
recordings

Use of systems and software
specifically designed for this
business.
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Who is this for?
■ You have a minimum of £100,000 to invest.
■ You are keen to establish yourself in your area and deliver
much needed homes for the affordable or care sector.
■ You want to work in collaboration and be part of something
that changes the housing market for the most vulnerable is
society.
■ You have at least a basic knowledge of property and/or
business and willing to learn a new skill where needed.
■ If you have an ambition to be a profitable business owner with
a business that gives you the life you desire and gives back.
This is much more than money alone.

‘‘

It is hard to argue that housing is not a fundamental
human need. Decent, affordable housing should
be a basic right for everybody in this country.
The reason is simple: without stable shelter,
everything else falls apart.

’’
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For further information email

brettplant@weareoxygen.co.uk

or call the Oxygen office on

0115 8242282
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